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Students in their respective levels will:



* Words and phrases followed by an asterisk indicate areas from which students of Latin are exempt.



Level One French, Italian, Spanish •Use and recognize vocabulary on such topics as family, friends, likes and dislikes, school, leisure activities, clothes, health, geography, weather, seasons, and food. •Use the present tense of regular verbs and some irregular ones. Address concepts of noun/adjective agreement; masculine, feminine, singular and plural; some pronouns; interrogative words and contractions. •Participate in short dialogues, and understand others when familiar details are given in clear, uncomplicated speech. * •Compose brief writing assignments. •Read simple materials for meaning. •Identify common daily routines, greetings, holidays and products of the target1 culture. •Demonstrate knowledge of the geography of the target1 countries. •Compare their own and the target1 language /culture.



and some command forms along with other grammatical topics. •Identify and/or use indirect object pronouns, comparative forms of the adjective, and a variety of negative expressions. •Write letters and brief compositions of one or two paragraphs in length. •When listening*, understand strings of related sentences as well as questions and polite commands. •When speaking*, use a limited number of simple sentences. •Understand important ideas and some details of short narratives and poems as well as advertisements, brochures, and other media material. •Demonstrate knowledge of cultural topics such as daily routines, the educational system, the variety of countries and cultures where the studied language is spoken, currency, distinctive products, and holidays. •Develop greater awareness of the comparisons and contrasts between the second language and their own. •Become acquainted with several important historic, artistic, and/or literary figures.



Level Two Standard French, Italian, Spanish • Use and recognize vocabulary for professions, extracurricular interests, the home, and school/ vacation/meal schedules. •Recognize and use the most common past tense of the language. • Identify and/or use indirect object pronouns, comparative forms of the adjective, and a variety of negative expressions. •Write lists and simple sentences, often using a variety of learned expressions. Produce a letter or brief composition. •Understand short strings of related sentences, questions and classroom commands when listening*. •When speaking*, use a limited number of simple sentences. •Understand important ideas and some details of short narratives and poems as well as advertisements, brochures, and other media material. •Demonstrate knowledge of cultural topics such as daily routines, the educational system, the variety of countries and cultures where the studied language is spoken, currency, distinctive products, and holidays. •Develop greater awareness of the comparisons and contrasts between the second language and their own.



Level Three Standard French, Italian, Spanish •Use and recognize a greater variety of vocabulary. •Form and use the basic past and imperfect tenses. •Recognize the future tense and some command forms along with other grammatical topics. •Write letters and brief compositions of one or two paragraphs in length. •When listening*, understand short paragraphs as well as questions and polite commands. •Understand important ideas and many details of short selections of prose and poetry as well as advertisements, brochures, and other media. • Become acquainted with several important historic, artistic, and/or literary figures. •Develop language skills through increased use of interdisciplinary lesson plans and projects, accessing more materials in the foreign language.



Level Two Honors French, Italian, Spanish •Use and recognize a greater variety of vocabulary. •Form and use the basic past, imperfect, and future tenses, ----------------------------------------------------------------



Level Three Honors French, Italian, Spanish •Use and recognize a greater variety of vocabulary. •Form and use the basic past and imperfect tenses. •Recognize the future tense and command forms along with other grammatical topics. •Begin to use conjunctions, relative pronouns, and other refinements particular to each language. Use object pronouns more comfortably.
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The word “target” refers to the language which is being studied and the cultures which use that language to communicate.



•Use longer sentences when writing letters and brief compositions of several paragraphs in length. •When listening*, understand paragraph length utterances, as well as questions and polite commands. •Understand most details of narratives and poems, including some literature written for native speakers, as well as advertisements, brochures, and other media. •Develop language skills through increased use of interdisciplinary lesson plans and projects, accessing more materials in the foreign language. •When speaking*, use simple sentences. •Identify themes in readings and relate them to personal experience. •Become acquainted with important historic periods, artistic and/or literary figures, and other topics that may be studied from an interdisciplinary perspective.



Level Four Standard French, Italian, Spanish •Build on the student's knowledge of vocabulary. •Perfect and amplify understanding of the past, future and conditional tenses. Write and use some subjunctive and command forms of the verbs. •Use conjunctions, relative pronouns, and other refinements particular to each language. Use object pronouns more comfortably. •Use longer sentences when writing letters and brief compositions of several paragraphs in length. •When listening*, understand paragraph length utterances, as well as questions and polite commands. •Understand most details of narratives and poems, including some literature written for native speakers, as well as advertisements, brochures, and other media. •Develop language skills through increased use of interdisciplinary lesson plans and projects, accessing more materials in the foreign language. •When speaking*, use simple sentences. •Identify themes in readings and relate them to personal experience. •Become acquainted with important historic periods, artistic and/or literary figures, and other topics that may be studied from an interdisciplinary perspective.



Level Four Honors French, Italian, Spanish •Learn vocabulary in context. Characteristically, this vocabulary will be more abstract than in previous levels and tied to such topics as history, cultures, social issues, future plans, careers, government, and belief systems.



•Refine the use of language, acquiring expressions and grammatical constructions which expand one’s ability to express oneself. •Read authentic materials. Comprehend narratives in all tenses. •Use strings of fluid sentence-length messages to express opinions, share personal reactions to authentic literary texts, or write letters. •Identify many key ideas and some supporting details when reading and listening*. •Acquire new information from authentic texts. •Study history, the arts, literature, current affairs and civilization in some detail and in the target language.



Level Five Honors French, Italian, Spanish •Expand vocabulary to express thoughts with precision. •Use and understand language which is intended to persuade, to support an opinion, to identify feeling and mood, or to explain. •Refine writing styles and develop a deeper understanding and use of the subjunctive mood. •Write and speak in fluid sentences and paragraphs to express opinions, share personal reactions to authentic literary texts, or write letters and reviews. •Identify key ideas and many supporting details when reading authentic materials or listening to audio, video, or conversations. •Study history, art, literature, music, current affairs and civilization in greater detail in the target language. •Use foundation knowledge to analyze topics and to make comparisons.



MEDFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLS Department of FOREIGN LANGUAGES CURRICULUM OFFERINGS and STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES Grades 9 - 12



The Foreign Language Department supports the following Medford High School Expectations: • Students will analyze, interpret, evaluate and think logically to solve problems using a variety of resources and strategies. • Students will communicate effectively to a variety of audiences. • Students will create works using a variety of communication forms. • Students will work cooperatively to achieve objectives. • Students will demonstrate self-respect, understanding and appreciation for the diversity and interdependence of all peoples.



AP Level Advanced Placement French, Italian, Spanish •Become accustomed to the format of the AP Exam and prepare for the exam. ▪Fine tune one's writing style and use fluid sentences and paragraphs in writing and speech to express opinions, share personal reactions to authentic literary texts, and write reviews or reports. •Identify key ideas and many supporting details when reading authentic materials or listening to audio, video, or conversations. •Analyze input from the target language to make observations about the author, the culture, and make comparisons with one’s own culture. •Complete the reading assignments suggested by the College Board for the AP Literature exam or other literary and historical texts as suggested by the instructor.



For additional information contact Mrs. Rita DiCarlo, Foreign Language Coordinator K-12 [email protected] 781-393-2375
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The Medford Public Schools is committed to providing all students with the academic and problem-solving skills essential for personal development, responsible citizenship and life-long learning. The Foreign Language Department offers a full sequence of study in French, Italian, and Spanish. We believe that: •All students can learn a foreign language. •The ability to understand, speak and write - proficiency - is a primary goal of foreign language study. •Skill development is wedded to the need to understand the foreign culture in order to ensure communication. •Foreign language study gives students a better understanding of English and their own culture.



Roy E. Belson, Superintendent of Schools Beverly G. Nelson, Assistant Superintendent Paul D. Krueger, Headmaster, MHS William Mahoney, Principal, MVTHS



Medford School Committee Mayor Michael McGlynn John Falco Paulette Van der Kloot Ann Marie Cugno Erin DiBenedetto George Scarpelli Robert E. Skerry, Jr.
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